**VIDEO CORNER**

Watch the trailer for *West Side Story* by Robert Wise and answer the questions in note form:

(Remember you are given only 10 minutes)

Place: .................................................................

Time: end of the 1950s

People + characteristics:
.................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................

Main feelings: ............................................

What sort of film is it?
a thriller ? a musical ? a science fiction movie? a love story?

Now, complete the synopsis of the film:
The scene takes place in .............................. in the 1950s.
Two ....................... gangs - the Jets, led by Riff, and the
Puerto Rican Sharks, led by Bernardo - ................ to win the
control of the streets.
At a ......................, Tony, former leader of the Jets and Riff's best
friend, and Maria, Bernardo's little sister, see each other and it is
............................. However, the gangs are organizing one last
rumble, a ...................... that will finally put an end to violence.
Will Tony and Maria's ............... carry through a battle that threatens
to ....................... the people they love around them?

**WEB CORNER**

Listen to the following MP3 file and fill in the grid in note form:

(remember you are given only 10 minutes)

Present the document: Mary and her ................................ are at
................................................... in ..................................., USA.

Mary's ......................... was so ....................... in ....................... that he emigrated to America in .................

Definition of the American Dream: .................................................................
.................................................................
.................................................................

The immigrants' experience:
The first thing the immigrants saw in the harbour was the .....................
of ......................... Then, they came in the .........................
and went upstairs to be ....................... by ..............................

After that, they were asked ............. questions by legal inspectors. This

was really difficult because some immigrants didn't ..................

anything. They felt ......................, ...................... and ...................

Nowadays, the place is a museum: on the Wall of ..................... we
can read ........................................
LIBRARY CORNER

1) Read the document and collect information: (Remember you are given only 10 minutes)

- film director: name, nationality (?)…
- cast: names of the most famous actors
- date: released in…
- genre: …
- source: adapted from…
- awards: awarded …

2) Now, concentrate on the plot and try to find out who is who.

For the millions of immigrants who arrived by boat …

It is a woman because … The classical style of her long dress …

The torch … The tablet …

The 7 spikes on the crown … The broken chains at her feet …

3) The interior of the pedestal contains a bronze plaque inscribed with a poem. Match these lines to their translation:

"Give me your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed to me, I lift my lamp beside the golden door!"

by Emma Lazarus, 1883.

STUDY CORNER

1) Read the information on the poster about the Statue of Liberty and collect information: (Remember you are given only 10 minutes)

- Located on … in …
- Official name: …
- Name of the sculptor: … model: …
- Name of the builder: …
- Given by the … to the … in … to celebrate …

2) Work on the symbolism of the monument:

- The …………………
- The …………………
- The …………………
- The …………………
- The …………………

The 2 …………………:

……………… & ……………

The …………………